
"- Hello dear doctor colleagues. Welcome the St. Peters hospital. Thank you for answering our invitation to take a part in that
innovative experiment... hm... sorry, clinical research. My name is Dr. Cooper I'll be your assistance for today. Our subject is a
14-year-old boy Alexander. He has been admitted to the hospital with an overdose of drug use in a very bad condition. We are
not sure how to cure the boy that is why we ask your help you need to figure out what drugs was he using and is it possible to
save him.
- Oh and remember that human body cannot withstand this voltage for longer than 45 minutes…. Do not do
anything until we turn on the slides..."

This is one of the five portable educational escape room outlines developed during the Erasmus+ transnational youth initiative
CRITICAL ESCAPE. Project was implemented by two partners - Shokkin Group (Estonia) and Awesome People (Sweden) during August
2018 – December 2019 period and was aimed to empower young people from various backgrounds to develop critical thinking and
raise the level of their involvement in the community life through participating in educational escape rooms created and
implemented by young people.
 

ALEXANDER'S CASE
TOPIC AND LEARNING OUTCOMES

13+ Group size:Age: Playing time:

ULTIMATE MISSION:

GAME MONITORING:

1. To increase awareness among youngsters about influence of LSD, Amphetamine, Marijuana on a human
body in long- and short-term perspective
2. Raise critical thinking skill on the topic of drugs addiction
3. Share resources and additional information

DRUGS ADDICTION AMONG YOUNGSTERS IN ESTONIA

2-4 players 45 min + 15 min debriefing

Identify what drugs were taken by the boy and answer the last question

Web-cam with tablet, walkie-talkie
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Step 1 - Eyes

As participants enter the room they see a small screen (screen.jpg) with
the slideshow on it. From that they get the patients falls asleep and the
clue (to find UV flashlight). After having monitored the room participants
find some pages from Alexander's case, papers and pen to write
(findings.jpg) and UV flashlight, which they use to see the letters on the
black papers on the wall (can be decorated as X-rays). The flashlight can
be left in any place but not too obviously seen as the participants enter the
room. The 5 black papers are on the wall. Nearly there should also be a
picture of red eyes, looking in direction of the black papers. (the wall.jpg)
Those eyes should help the participants to find the place where to direct
the light of a flashlight. From each of the black paper participants get one
letter - F, L, E, S, H (FLESH.jpg) Participants are searching for the place
where to use the code and find a tube with a letter lock (first lock.jpg)

GAMEPLAY
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Step 2 - Neural Networks 

After they enter FLESH, they find 4 small ropes (tube inside.jpg) with
different size and color (red, blue, green and yellow). Those should be used
on the black board with nails (Frame with neural network puzzle) (NN
puzzle.jpg), the location of the board in the room does not matter. Every
rope has a beginning; nails are corners or beginning (end) of the digit.
Together with colorful lines robes are creating digits. Participants get 4618 =
Combination code 2. With this code they can open a small black box with a
colorful lock (pic NN box.jpg). Color is important. From this box they get an
inhaler with random so far numbers on it and an infopack about the drug
LSD (pic NN box inside.jpg)

Having an in inhaler, participants put it in the specially
designed mouth box (the mouth.jpg) (an inhaler should
be put in a correct place in the box) and the arrows
inside help to get the 3 digits - 952. (the mouth
solution.jpg) Having the digits players open the box
with the picture of lungs. The box decorated as
lungs(lungs.jpg), open from two sides. There they find
an infopack about the Marijuana, dark and ill lungs
picture and the Morse code decoder. (lungs inside.jpg)

Step 3 - Lungs

Participants get 2 minutes to read the information and after they hear the Morse code (sound of the heartbeat in
a Morse code way), which should be solved with the help of the Morse code decoder. Players get 3842 code.
With the 3842 code participants open a heart shaped bag(heart.jpg) with a box and the blood test tubes. (heart
inside.jpg) Solving the blood puzzle players get the code of box. 

Step 4 - Heart
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To solve this puzzle blood test tubes should be placed in the
right order (starting from lowest to highest level of blood in the
tube). The code they get is "WNRSL". (test tubes solution.jpg)
With that code it is possible to open the box and get a infopack
about Amphetamine drug and a key. (heart tea box inside.jpg)

Step 5 - Blood



RULES:

1. Don't use big physical force
2. Be careful with the cables. Don't step or touch them
3. You are not allowed to touch things with this sticker. (show the sticker) 
4. Thoroughly read all the texts given
5. At the beginning pay attention to the slide show
6. The light will guide you. 
7. To ask for clues use walkie-talkies. (show how to use them) 
 

CLOSING/ANALYSIS: http://tiny.cc/trh4hz
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TEAM AND CONTACT:

Julia Divonina
Jegor Mljavov
Anna Shved
Regina Bõstrova
Anna Arharova
escape@shokkin.org
 

RESOURCE FOLDER: https://tinyurl.com/spc4wsd

RESTART LIST: See Resource folder
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With the key the last box(brain.jpg) can be opened. Inside
players find Alexander's case (brain inside.jpg) - the
information about the main character of this room, at the
end of which there is a question "Is it possible to cure the
boy?". 
Participants should loudly say the answer. There is no
correct answer. With that the game finishes and the
debriefing follows.

Step 6 - Brain 

http://tiny.cc/trh4hz
https://tinyurl.com/spc4wsd
http://tiny.cc/standbymerestart

